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AOPA'S 2011 SWEEPSTAKES

Beauty that's skin deep

New paint makes all the difference
BY THOMAS A. HORNE

This year's AOPA Crossover Clas
sic sweepstakes airplane began its
renovation process just eight short

months ago.Now,as the once-bedraggled
1974 Cessna 182P enters the final stages
of its transformation, there's a rush to the
end. Air Mod has completed its excellent
interior upgrade work, and now the work
shifts to the airplane's new paint job.

The paint job may be last of the
massive work packages, but perceptu
ally it's perhaps the most important.
Why? First impressions carry great
emotional weight, and the original
paint job was most definitely a sight
best seen from afar. You've no doubt

heard of cars or airplanes being called
"20-footers" or "50-footers" (references
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The masks made by Moody Aerographics and
that delineate the paint scheme's colors
are applied (previous page). The masks are
pre-scored to peel away in layers, allowing
clean lines as each color is applied. Moody
Aerographics' Paul Howes (on left) shows
Boss Aircraft Reflnishers technician James

Julian how to position the fuselage mask
so it lines up with registration marks. After
masking, the airplane is covered with paper
to prevent overspray and the first of the

three accent colors is applied. At right,
Michael J. Fox of Boss sprays the gold layer.
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to the distances at which exterior flaws

can't be detected), but the beat -up, origi
nallacquer finish on the sweeps airplane
made it a solid" lOO-footer"-and maybe
more than that. Well, all that's coming to
a swift end.

Boss Aircraft Refinishers, run by Bill
Lucey and based at Rowan County Air
port in Salisbury, North Carolina, has
gone after the old paint hammer and
tongs. I paid a visit to Lucey's shop in late
April to get a look at the painting proce
dure. It turned out to be quite a learning
experience. There's a whole lot more to
painting an airplane than simply aiming
a spray gun.

For the Crossover Classic, we
decided to go with a new Sherwin
Williams Aerospace Coatings product:
a line of base-, top-, and cIearcoats
the company calls its SkyScapes line.
What's the big deal with SkyScapes? The
main advantage is faster drying times.
And faster drying times means that a
paint job can be finished in as little as
two days. That's because the airplane's
single base coat can be dry enough to
permit masking and top-coat painting
just two hours after being applied. And
yet, the finishes' final cure times are as
long as 72 hours. This means there is
extra time for application of stripes,
N-numbers, and other paint-scheme
elements. This is a big advantage, espe
cially when dealing with a complex
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System 55X Autopilot Upgrade: $9,5001

paint scheme. Having the longer final
cure time also allows the last, clearcoat
finish to bond properly to the paint lay
ers beneath.

With some other paint processes
involving multiple base coats and
shorter cure times (as short as two
hours), the danger is that paint can dry
to the point of sealing off-and prevent
ing the clearcoat from bonding. Now you
risk a delamination of the clearcoat as it

later separates from the paint.
SkyScapes is also eco-friendly

because of its high density, or solidity
as it's called in the industry. This trans
lates into less polluting aerosols, while
at the same time providing high paint
opacity with less paint. With the Cross
over Classic, the paint process involved
several steps. Sherwin-Williams techni
cal service representative Steve Voisin
was on hand at Boss to show off the

new process. In brief, here's how the
work progressed after the airplane
was cleaned, had its skin's minor nicks
and dings filled, and was treated with
Sherwin -Williams' corrosion -protective
epoxy primer.

First, Voisin mixed up the SkyScapes
"snow white" base coat, carefully
checking the paint for the proper vis
cosity. Then Boss painters suited up, "
went into the paint booth, and shot
the entire, single base coat in 25 min
utes. This caused no small amount of

excitement, because typically three
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The stripping process left a bare-aluminum

airplane (right), but the nasty old
red-lacquer finish put up a fight. The old
paint doesn't slough off the way more
modern polyester-urethane paints do, so
a lot of scrubbing and re-stripping was
needed. But after the new paint scheme
was applied (lower right), it's easy to
forget the past and move on. Next up-the
wrap-up article in AOPA Pilot, and then the
aircraft goes on display at EAA AirVenture
July 25 through 31. The airplane's final
destination-your airport?-will be
announced at AOPA Summit in Hartford,

Connecticut, September 22 through 24.
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base coats would be applied, with
breaks in between to allow each coat to

dry; ultimately this is about a three-hour
process.

After waiting two hours for the base
coat to dry, it was time for Paul Howes of
Moody Aerographics in Ocala, Florida,
to take center stage. Moody is one of the
oldest decal and paint-mask manufac
turers dedicated to the aviation industry.
Howes helped the paint shop staff install
the masks that will allow the Crossover

Classic's four-color paint scheme to
take on the specifications set out by
Craig Barnett of Scheme Designers-

AOPA'slongtime source of paint scheme
concepts.

The 182 has a white primary color,
plus burgundy, blue, and gold accent
colors. Masking and taping for each color
took two hours, and painting each color
took about 15 minutes, with a two-hour
waiting interval for each color to dry.Add
up the application and drying times and
you come up with an optimal paint com
pletion time of20 hours. Then came two
final clearcoat applications, which each
took another half hour to spray on, and
12 hours to dry. The clearcoat is impor
tant because it protects the paint from

the damage caused by ultraviolet rays,
dirt, and contamination by fuel, hydrau
lic fluid, and other chemical agents.

In all, from start to finish the job took
33 hours, spread over three days. That's
fast. Of course, completion times can
vary. The more colors, the more compli
cated the design, and the more humid
the conditions, the longer the drying and
completion time. Using other paint pro
cesses, the same job would have taken a
week or more. Other time savings come
from the use of masks to delineate the

stripes and N-numbers. It took two hours
to mask off the sweepstakes airplane;
marking the different color borders by
hand would have taken two days. Some
old-school paint shops may look down on
masks, but advocates claim that masking
provides more accurate paint details that
better conform to a designer's intentions.

The 182 has a white

primary color, plus

burgundy, blue, and

gold accent colors.

Painting the Crossover Classic was a
congenial affair. Sherwin-Williams was
anxious to show off its new product,
a large group of the curious were on
hand, Boss Aircraft Refinishers learned
more about masking, pizza was served,
and yours truly learned that painting an
airplane properly is a science. "The tem
perature and humidity have to be right in
order to get the best result," Voisin said.
In case you're curious, the temperature
in the Boss paint booth was 74 degrees
Fahrenheit, the relative humidity was
71.8 percent, and the airplane's skin
temperature was 71 degrees. Almost ideal
conditions.

All that's left is to let the airplane dry a
bit, then fly it back to AOPA'shome base
at the Frederick, Maryland, Municipal
Airport. Some final tweaks will be made,
then it's off to the Experimental Aircraft
Association's AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wis
consin, where our/your newly renamed
Skylane (it's official: the Crossover Clas
sic is now NI82CX) will once more go on
display. No tornados, please. IG'A

Email the author at tom.horne@aopa.
org.
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